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Trade Show & Leather Week hosted by:

& SADDLERS JOURNAL
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For information, call: 888•289•6409
www.leathercraftersjournal.com

Friday, May 17th • 9am - 6pm
Saturday, May 18th • 9am - 5pm
Sunday, May 19th • 9am - 2pm

FREE ADMISSION TO THE SHOW

Sheridan Holiday Inn
& Convention Center
1809 Sugarland Drive

Sheridan, Wyoming
Room Reservations: 307-672-8931
Mention Leather Trade Show

INFORMATION:
LACE:
LEATHERS:
MACHINERY:
SADDLERY:
SILVER:
TOOLS:
TOPICALS:

Patterns, DVDs, Books, Catalogs
Many Colors & Various Widths
Skirting, Tooling, Garment,
Boot/Shoe, Upholstery, Rawhide
Sewing Machines, Skivers, Strap Cutters
Saddle Trees, Hardware, Tack
Conchos, Jewelry
New & Vintage, Specialty Leather Tools,
Swivel Knives, Stamping, Skiving, Mallets
Paints, Dyes, Finishes
Leather Care/Conditioners

And More!
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E. 5th St.

KING'S SADDLERY

King Ropes
184 N. Main St.

HOLIDAY INN

Convention Center
1809 Sugarland Dr.
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SHERIDAN COLLEGE
Edward E Whitney
Academic Center
1 Whitney Way
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LEATHER WEEK SCHEDULE

Tuesday, May 14th

Workshops

Wednesday, May 15th

Workshops

Thursday, May 16

th

Workshops
TRADE SHOW SET-UP

King Reception
Workshops

Friday, May 17th

TRADE SHOW
World Leather Debut
Sheridan Silver Exhibition

The Brinton Museum Opening Reception:
The Spiritual Nature of Earth, Hide and Metal

Workshops

Saturday, May 18

th

TRADE SHOW
World Leather Debut
Sheridan Silver Exhibition

Sheridan Honors Night
Workshops

Sunday, May 19

th

TRADE SHOW
World Leather Debut
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PREMIER LEATHER COMPETITION & GALLERY
May 17th - 18th - 19th, 2019 Sheridan, Wyoming
Over $12,000 in Prize Money

CATEGORIES
Braided Items-Leather
Braided Items-Rawhide
Chaps & Chinks
Clothing
Cowboy Boots
Footwear

Holsters Tooled
Holsters Un-Tooled
Personal Items-Tooled
Pictures
Saddles-Carved
Saddles-Geometric
& Basket Stamped

Stand Alone-Tooled
Tack & Saddle
Accoutrements
Un-Tooled Items
Youth-Ages 8 to 13
Youth-Ages 14 to 18

2019 WORLD LEATHER DEBUT GOLD SPONSORS
American Elk & Deer

Scott P. Wilber, CPA, PC

Barry King Tools

Silver Creek Leather

Craft Sha

Slickbald Customs

Fiebing Company, Inc.

Springfield Leather Co.

Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Tandy Leather

Leather Machine Co., Inc.

Weaver Leather

Montana Leather Co.
8

2019 WORLD LEATHER DEBUT SILVER SPONSORS

American Leather
Direct, Inc.

Leather Crafters &
Saddlers Journal

Leather Laces Direct,
Buckeye Engraving,
Maker Stamps, Dies & Brands a subsidiary of American
Leather Direct Inc.
C. S. Osborne & Co.
Maker’s Leather Supply
Chuck Smith Tools
Pecard Leather Care
Company, Inc.
Colorado Saddle Makers
Association
Q Lighting,
a QED company
E. C. Leather, Inc.
Flying V Enterprises, LLC

Renia GmbH

George Barta Hide Co.

Ron’s Tool Company

Goliger Leather Company

Seidel’s Saddlery

Horse Shoe Brand Tools

Sorrell Notions and Findings

International Internet
Leathercrafters Guild
J. M. Saddler, Inc.

Steel Stamps, Inc.

Jesse W. Smith Saddlery

Weber Stirrups

Kyoshin Elle & Co., Ltd

Y-Knot Lace

Lace Master

Zelikovitz Leathers

Techsew Sewing Machines
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Instructor

List of Workshops: by INSTRUCTOR

Pg

Day

Time

Andre

Slickbald's Carving Realistic Roses

Andre

Slickbald's Concealed Carry Gunleather

Andre

Slickbald's De-mystifying the Stitcher

44

Andre

Slickbald's Tooling Dimensions

45

Price

43

FRI

8:00am - 5:00pm

$135

44

SAT

8:00am - 5:00pm

$200

THU

1:00pm - 4:00pm

$65

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Andre

Slickbald's Western Braces (Suspenders)

45

WED

8:00am - 5:00pm

$200

Andrus

Adapting Floral Patterns for Your Projects

16

TUE

8:00am - 12:00pm

$85

Andrus

Advanced Hand Stitching: The Box Stitch

17

THU

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$85

Andrus

Basic Hand Stitching

18

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$85

Andrus

Better Phone Photography

18

FRI

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Andrus

Control & Refinement with the Swivel Knife

26

TUE

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$85

Andrus

Tooling Along With Gordon

47

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$185

Aquino

Finishing an Alligator Watch Strap

32

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$245

Beard

3-D Tree of Life Diorama

16

WED-THU

9:00am - 5:00pm

$270

Bernier

Fundamentals of Three-Dimensional Tooling

35

FRI

9:00am - 5:00pm

$200

Boyles/Carter

Braided Buttons

22

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$80

Boyles/Carter

Fundamentals of Braiding: Round & Flat

34

SAT

8:00am - 12:00pm

$80

Brenner

English Saddle Repair 101

30

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$90

Brenner

Pricing Your Work

40

SAT

8:00am - 12:00pm

$95

Cai

Molded Kitten Brooch Demonstration

40

SAT

9:00am - 5:00pm

$100

Chappell

Chrome Tan Overlays & Filligree

26

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Dorsett

Clasps & Closures: Both Common & Creative

26

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Dresser

Deliberate Design: Using the Golden Ratio

29

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$100

Flanagan

Extreme Owl

31

WED-THU

8:00am - 5:00pm

$280

Gould

Floral Pattern Layout

32

FRI

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Gould

Harmonizing Flowers & Leaves

35

SAT

8:00am - 5:00pm

$150

Gould

Personal Training with Al Gould

40

SUN

(see description)

$100

Gould

Saddles – Part 1: Ground Seat

41

WED

8:00am - 12:00pm

$125

Gould

Saddles – Part 2: Saddle Fit Up

42

WED

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$125

Gould

Saddles – Part 3: Front

42

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$125

Gould

Saddles – Part 4: Cantle Binding

42

THU

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$125

Gould

Swivel Knife Finesse

46

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Heizer

Making a Shaving Bag (Dopp Kit)

38

WED

8:00am - 4:00pm

$150

Jackson

Around the Bench with Jim Jackson

17

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Katzke

Creative Dyeing Techniques

29

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Klenda

Chap & Chink Making

25

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Klenda

Cowboy Cuffs

28

TUE

8:00am - 5:00pm

$155

Klenda

Leatherwork Personal Training

37

SAT

(see description)

$100

Klenda

Making Saddle Bags

38

WED-THU

8:00am - 5:00pm

$345

Lee

Beginning Leathercraft: How to Start!

18

THU

9:00am - 5:00pm

$150

Lee

Roll the Dice (Dice Cups)

41

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$185

Libertini

Life-sized Sculpted Flowers: Orchid and Poppy

37

THU

9:00am - 5:00pm

$135

Libertini

Tooling Realistic Portraits: Buffalo Bill Cody

47

FRI

9:00am - 5:00pm

$150

10

Day Key: TU=Tuesday, W=Wednesday, TH=Thursday, F=Friday, S=Saturday, SU=Sunday

Linnell

Fearless Swivel Knife Use

32

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$85

Linnell

Free Leathercraft Workshop for Youth

34

SAT

9:00am -12:00pm

$0

Linnell

Simulated Stones – Making Jewelry with Realistic Leather Stones

43

THU

9:00am - 5:00pm

$145

Linnell

Turning Your Passion into Profit

48

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$95

Main

Modeling Tool, Lettering, Monotone Coloring

39

FRI

9:00am - 5:00pm

$185

Park

Bob Park's Antiquing, Dyeing & Finishing Demo

19

TUE

7:00pm - 10:00pm

$75

Park

Bob Park's Bindings & Turned Edges Demonstration

19

THU

9:00am -12:00pm

$75

Park

Bob Park's Burnishing Edges Demonstration

20

WED

7:00pm - 10:00pm

$75

Park

Bob Park's Inlays & Filligree Demonstration

20

THU

1:00pm - 4:00pm

$75

Park

Bob Park's Western Floral Designs

21

TUE

9:00am - 5:00pm

$135

Park

Bob Park's Western Floral Tooling

21

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$135

Pierce

Cozy, Hand-Stitched Deerskin Pillow

28

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$175

Pierce

How to Make a Bespoke Leather Jacket

36

SAT

8:00am - 12:00pm

$150

Scalese

Engravers' Bench: Techniques for Metal Inlays

31

THU

1:00pm - 4:00pm

$85

Seidel

Broaden Your Knowledge: Fitting the Saddle Tree

22

WED

8:00am - 12:00pm

$100

Seidel

Broaden Your Knowledge: Fundamental Western Tooling

24

SAT

8:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Seidel

Broaden Your Knowledge: Profitable Pricing Strategies

24

WED

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$100

Seidel

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Assembly

25

FRI

8:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Seidel

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Design & Patterning

25

THU

8:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Smith

Saddle Trees: Top to Bottom

41

THU

8:00am - 5:00pm

$150

Van Amburg

Ladies' Wallet with Snap Closure

36

THU

8:00am - 4:00pm

$160

Van Amburg

Men's Bifold Wallet

39

WED

8:00am - 4:00pm

$160

Volbach

Embossed Koi

30

FRI-SAT

8:00am - 5:00pm

$330

Yezek

The "Star" Roper Wallet

46

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$165

Yezek

Tooling Sunflowers & Other Unique Flowers

48

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Zalesak

Make the Hone Your Friend

37

THU

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

SUBJECT MATTER

WORKSHOP SUBJECT

INSTRUCTOR

Page

Day

Price

3-D Tooling

3-D Tree of Life Diorama

Beard

16

WED-THU

$270

3-D Tooling

Embossed Koi

Volbach

30

FRI-SAT

$330

3-D Tooling

Extreme Owl

Flanagan

31

WED-THU

$280

3-D Tooling

Fundamentals of Three-Dimensional Tooling

Bernier

35

FRI

$200

Beginner

Beginning Leathercraft: How to Start!

Lee

18

THU

$150

Beginner

Free Leathercraft Workshop for Youth

Linnell

34

SAT

$0

Braiding

Braided Buttons

Boyles/Carter

22

SAT

$80

Braiding

Fundamentals of Braiding: Round & Flat

Boyles/Carter

34

SAT

$80

Business

Broaden Your Knowledge: Profitable Pricing Strategies

Seidel

24

WED

$100

Business

Pricing Your Work

Brenner

40

SAT

$95

Business

Turning Your Passion into Profit

Linnell

48

SAT

$95

Casework

Bob Park's Bindings & Turned Edges Demonstration

Park

19

THU

$75

Chap & Chink

Chap & Chink Making

Klenda

25

FRI

$75

Coloring

Creative Dyeing Techniques

Katzke

29

SAT

$75

Construction

Clasps & Closures: Both Common & Creative

Dorsett

26

FRI

$75

Construction

Cowboy Cuffs

Klenda

28

TUE

$155

Construction

Cozy, Hand-Stitched Deerskin Pillow

Pierce

28

FRI

$175

Construction

Finishing an Alligator Watch Strap

Aquino

32

WED

$245

Construction

How to Make a Bespoke Leather Jacket

Pierce

36

SAT

$150

Construction

Ladies' Wallet with Snap Closure

Van Amburg

36

THU

$160

Construction

Making a Shaving Bag (Dopp Kit)

Heizer

38

WED

$150

Construction

Making Saddle Bags

Klenda

38

WED-THU

$345

Construction

Men's Bifold Wallet

Van Amburg

39

WED

$160

Construction

Roll the Dice (Dice Cups)

Lee

41

WED

$185

Construction

Slickbald's Western Braces (Suspenders)

Andre

45

WED

$200

Decorative

Simulated Stones – Making Jewelry with Realistic Leather Stones

Linnell

43

THU

$145

Design

Deliberate Design: Using the Golden Ratio

Dresser

29

THU

$100

Engraving

Engravers' Bench: Techniques for Metal Inlays

Scalese

31

THU

$85

Figure Carving

Slickbald's Carving Realistic Roses

Andre

43

FRI

$135

Figure Carving

Tooling Realistic Portraits: Buffalo Bill Cody

Libertini

47

FRI

$150
$75

Filligree

Bob Park's Inlays & Filligree Demonstration

Park

20

THU

Finishing

Bob Park's Antiquing, Dyeing & Finishing Demonstration

Park

19

TUE

$75

Finishing

Bob Park's Burnishing Edges Demonstration

Park

20

WED

$75

Floral

Adapting Floral Patterns for Your Projects

Andrus

16

TUE

$85

Floral

Bob Park's Western Floral Designs

Park

21

TUE

$135

Floral

Bob Park's Western Floral Tooling

Park

21

WED

$135

Floral

Floral Pattern Layout

Gould

32

FRI

$75

Floral

Harmonizing Flowers & Leaves

Gould

35

SAT

$150

Floral

Tooling Sunflowers & Other Unique Flowers

Yezek

48

THU

$75

Gunleather

Slickbald's Concealed Carry Gunleather

Andre

44

SAT

$200

Leather Photography

Better Phone Photography

Andrus

18

FRI

$75

Leather Sculpting

Life-sized Sculpted Flowers: Orchid and Poppy

Libertini

37

THU

$135

12

Day Key: TU=Tuesday, W=Wednesday, TH=Thursday, F=Friday, S=Saturday, SU=Sunday

Leather Sculpting

Molded Kitten Brooch Demonstration

Cai

40

SAT

$100

Miscellaneous

Modeling Tool, Lettering, Monotone Coloring

Main

39

FRI

$185

Overlay

Chrome Tan Overlays & Filligree

Chappell

26

SAT

$75

Personal Training

Leatherwork Personal Training

Klenda

37

SAT

$100

Personal Training

Personal Training with Al Gould

Gould

40

SUN

$100

Saddle

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Assembly

Seidel

25

FRI

$195

Saddle

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Design & Patterning

Seidel

25

THU

$195

Saddle

English Saddle Repair 101

Brenner

30

SAT

$90

Saddle

Saddles – Part 1: Ground Seat

Gould

41

WED

$125

Saddle

Saddles – Part 2: Saddle Fit Up

Gould

42

WED

$125

Saddle

Saddles – Part 3: Front

Gould

42

THU

$125

Saddle

Saddles – Part 4: Cantle Binding

Gould

42

THU

$125

Saddle Trees

Broaden Your Knowledge: Fitting the Saddle Tree

Seidel

22

WED

$100

Saddle Trees

Saddle Trees: Top to Bottom

Smith

41

THU

$150

Sewing

Slickbald's De-mystifying the Stitcher

Andre

44

THU

$65

Sewing, Hand

Advanced Hand Stitching: The Box Stitch

Andrus

17

THU

$85

Sewing/Hand

Basic Hand Stitching

Andrus

18

THU

$85

Swivel Knife Technique

Control & Refinement with the Swivel Knife

Andrus

26

TUE

$85

Swivel Knife Technique

Fearless Swivel Knife Use

Linnell

32

FRI

$85

Swivel Knife Technique

Swivel Knife Finesse

Gould

46

FRI

$75

Swivel Knife Technique

Tooling Along With Gordon

Andrus

47

WED

$185

Tool Sharpening

Make the Hone Your Friend

Zalesak

37

THU

$75

Tooling

Around the Bench with Jim Jackson

Jackson

17

WED

$195

Tooling

Broaden Your Knowledge: Fundamental Western Tooling

Seidel

24

SAT

$195

Tooling

Slickbald's Tooling Dimensions

Andre

45

THU

$75

Tooling

The "Star" Roper Wallet

Yezek

46

WED

$165

13

WORKSHOP TIMETABLE
Appaloosa

Chaparral

5/14
TUE
am

Cowboy
Cuffs
Klenda

Bob Park’s
Western
Floral
Designs

5/14
TUE
pm

Cowboy
Cuffs
Klenda

Bob Park’s
Western
Floral
Designs

5/14
TUE
-eve-

Sheridan

Le
Gourmet

Strip
Mine

W129

W158

W166

Bob Park’s
Antiquing,
Dyeing &
Finishing

5/15
WED
am

Making
Saddle
Bags
Klenda

Bob Park’s
Western
Floral
Tooling

Saddles
– Part 1:
Ground
Seat
Gould

Finishing an
Alligator
Watch Strap
Aquino

BYK: Fitting
the Saddle
Tree
Seidel

Extreme
Owl
Flanagan

5/15
WED
pm

Making
Saddle
Bags
Klenda

Bob Park’s
Western
Floral
Tooling

Saddles
– Part 2:
Saddle
Fit Up
Gould

Finishing an
Alligator
Watch Strap
Aquino

BYK: Profitable Pricing
Strategies
Seidel

Extreme
Owl
Flanagan

BYK:
Saddle
Design &
Patterning
Seidel

Deliberate
Design:
Using the
Golden Ratio/Dresser

Extreme
Owl
Flanagan

Make the
Hone Your
Friend
Zalesak

Extreme
Owl
Flanagan

5/15
WED
-eve-

Bob Park’s
Burnishing
Edges

5/16
THU
am

Making
Saddle
Bags
Klenda

Bob Park’s
Bindings
& Turned
Edges

Saddles
– Part 3:
Front
Gould

(WLD
Set-Up)

5/16
THU
pm

Making
Saddle
Bags
Klenda

Bob Park’s
Inlays &
Filligree

Saddles
– Part 4:
Cantle
Binding
Gould

(WLD
Set-Up)

Engravers’
Bench
Scalese

BYK:
Saddle
Design &
Patterning
Seidel

5/17
FRI
am

Better
Phone
Photography
L. Andrus

Floral
Pattern
Layout/
Gould

World
Leather
Debut

Silver
Exhibition

BYK:
Saddle
Assembly
Seidel

5/17
FRI
pm

Clasps &
Closures:
Both
Common &
Creative
Dorsett

Chap &
Chink
Making
Klenda

Swivel Knife
Finesse/
Gould

World
Leather
Debut

Silver
Exhibition

BYK:
Saddle
Assembly
Seidel

5/18
SAT
am

Molded Kitten Brooch
Demo.
Honghao
Cai

Pricing Your
Work
Brenner

Harmonizing Flowers
& Leaves
Gould

World
Leather
Debut

Silver
Exhibition

BYK:
Fundamental Western
Tooling
Seidel

5/18
SAT
pm

Molded Kitten Brooch
Demo.
Honghao
Cai

English
Saddle
Repair
Brenner

Harmonizing Flowers
& Leaves
Gould

World
Leather
Debut

Silver
Exhibition

BYK:
Fundamental Western
Tooling
Seidel

Personal
Training
with Al
Gould

World
Leather
Debut

Silver
Exhibition

5/19
SUN
am

14

All workshops in YELLOW will take place at the Sheridan Holiday Inn.
See page 51 for the Holiday Inn floor plan.

WORKSHOP TIMETABLE
W171

W202

W203A

W203B

W208

5/14
TUE
am

Adapting
Floral
Patterns/
Andrus

5/14
TUE
pm

Control &
Refinement
w/ the
Swivel Knife
Andrus

W209

W210

OTHER

5/14
TUE
-eve5/15
WED
am

Slickbald’s
Western
Braces
Andre

Roll the
Dice (Dice
Cups)
Lee

Men’s
Bifold
Wallet
Van Amburg

Tooling
Along with
Gordon
Andrus

Making a
Shaving
Bag
(Dopp Kit)
Heizer

The “Star”
Roper
Wallet
Yezek

Around
the Bench
with Jim
Jackson/
Jackson

5/15
WED
pm

Slickbald’s
Western
Braces
Andre

Roll the
Dice (Dice
Cups)
Lee

Men’s
Bifold
Wallet
Van Amburg

Tooling
Along with
Gordon
Andrus

Making a
Shaving
Bag
(Dopp Kit)
Heizer

The “Star”
Roper
Wallet
Yezek

Around
the Bench
with Jim
Jackson/
Jackson

Tooling
Sunflowers
Yezek

Saddle
Trees: Top
to Bottom/
Smith

5/15
WED
-eve5/16
THU
am

Slickbald’s
Tooling
Dimensions
Andre

Simulated
Stones –
Making
Jewelry...
Linnell

Beginning
Leathercraft: How
to Start!
Lee

Ladies’
Wallet
with Snap
Closure
Van Amburg

Basic Hand
Stitching
Andrus

Life-sized
Sculpted
Flowers
Libertini

5/16
THU
pm

Slickbald’s
De-mystifying the
Stitcher
Andre

Simulated
Stones –
Making
Jewelry...
Linnell

Beginning
Leathercraft: How
to Start!
Lee

Ladies’
Wallet
with Snap
Closure
Van Amburg

Advanced
Hand
Stitching
Andrus

Life-sized
Sculpted
Flowers
Libertini

5/17
FRI
am

Slickbald’s
Carving
Realistic
Roses
Andre

Modeling Tool,
Lettering,
Monotone
Coloring
Main

Embossed
Koi
Volbach

5/17
FRI
pm

Slickbald’s
Carving
Realistic
Roses
Andre

Fearless
Swivel Knife
Use
Linnell

Modeling Tool,
Lettering,
Monotone
Coloring
Main

Embossed
Koi
Volbach

Cozy, Handstitched
Deerskin
Pillow
Pierce

5/18
SAT
am

Slickbald’s
Concealed
Carry
Gunleather
Andre

FREE
Leathercraft
Workshop
for Youth

Fundamentals of
Braiding
Boyles &
Carter

Embossed
Koi
Volbach

How to
Make a
Bespoke
Leather
Jacket
Pierce

5/18
SAT
pm

Slickbald’s
Concealed
Carry
Gunleather
Andre

Turning
Your
Passion
into Profit
Linnell

Braided
Buttons
Boyles &
Carter

Embossed
Koi
Volbach

Creative
Dyeing
Techniques
Katzke

Saddle
Trees: Top
to Bottom/
Smith

Tooling
Realistic
Portraits
Libertini

Fundamentals of 3Dimensional
Tooling/
Bernier

Tooling
Realistic
Portraits
Libertini

Fundamentals of 3Dimensional
Tooling/
Bernier
Leatherwork
Personal
Training
Klenda

Chrome Tan
Overlays &
Filligree
Chappell

Leatherwork
Personal
Training
Klenda

All workshops in BLUE will take place at the Sheridan Community College.
See pages 52-53 for a campus map and floor plan.
The Brinton Museum (Around the Bench with Jim Jackson):
239 Brinton Road, Big Horn, WY (11 miles from Sheridan)
WYO Custom Saddles & Trees (Saddle Trees: Top to Bottom):
130 Barn Rd, Buffalo, WY
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3-D Tree of Life Diorama
Robert Beard
Strip Mine, Holiday Inn

ED

Wednesday-Thursday, 5/15-5/16, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!
Student Limit 12

$270

CE
L

Using the symbolic Tree of Life for inspiration, Robert will break down the steps of this
3-dimensional carving into the necessary, easy-to-understand steps, which can then be
applied to many other projects. From drawing to carving to coloring, watch this special scene
come to life. Special emphasis will be placed on Robert’s unique coloring style and creating
dioramas for which he has become famous. Finally, you will be given tips for finishing this
project for presentation/framing.

CA
N

Materials to Bring: Swivel knife and blades, strop, scalpel/very sharp or pointed knife, maul/
mallet, stamping and beveling tools of your choice, stylus, modeling spoon, foliage tool for
leaves/Pro Series F1, F916 grass blade/Pro Series GB4, bevelers (figure bevelers if you have
them), checkered backgrounder/Pro Series M3, medium veiner, medium square smooth
beveler, triangular beveler (902)/Pro Series SP2, #4 pointed paintbrush, artist’s palette, white
paper, pencil and cutting board and stamping stone (see page 4 for traveling board/stone
combo). Robert will have Pro Series Tools for students to try/purchase.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA

Adapting Floral Patterns for Your Projects
Gordon Andrus
W208, Sheridan College
Tuesday, 5/14, 8:00am - 12:00pm
Intermediate

Student Limit 14

$85

Drawing your own patterns, for some, seems daunting if not downright impossible. A wealth
of decorative material exists in the world, both on-line and in print. The difficulty lies in
making these designs suitable for use in leather, or making them fit into the space you need to
fill. Using an extensive, 24-page handout you will learn about the common pitfalls of leather
patterns. Then, by learning about the skeletal lines that lie invisibly in all floral patterns, you
will learn how to re-size and reshape the various flowers and leaves available and connect
them into simple tooling patterns. These are the drawing techniques that are central to any
understanding of floral design.

Adapting Floral Patterns for Your Projects
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3-D Tree of Life Diorama

Materials to Bring: Sketchbook, pencils and eraser.

Advanced Hand Stitching: The Box Stitch
Gordon Andrus
W208, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
Intermediate to Advanced

Student Limit 14

$85

This class includes an extensive handout and is a unique opportunity to learn one of the
lesser known stitching techniques of fine leatherwork. At one time, many cases or boxes
were made from leather, and the makers of these case goods employed the use of hand
box stitching. Though rarely taught, this stitching technique is a hallmark of the finest work
in leather and is still used in the finest case work today. Workshop attendees will progress
through the steps with Gordon to learn the technique. While the recommended skill level
for this workshop is “Intermediate to Advanced”, attendance in Basic Hand Stitching will also
be sufficient.
Materials to Bring: Size 003 or 002 Harness (egg eye) needles, small, sharpened diamond
awl with handle, stitching clamp if you have one and can bring it, and note taking materials.
Cameras welcome. Tools will be provided where needed. Needles and awls can be purchased
in advance from Red Ox Brand Tools at https://redoxbrand.sagecreeksaddles.com
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Around the Bench with Jim Jackson
Jim Jackson
Bighorn, WY, Brinton Museum Leather Shop
Wednesday, 5/15, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Intermediate to Advanced

Student Limit 8

$195

Join Jim for a day of lively discussion and demonstration in his leather shop at the Brinton
Museum (239 Brinton Road, Big Horn, Wyo.), just a short 20 minutes from the Sheridan
Holiday Inn). The majority of the time will center around Jim’s bench as he goes through
the designing, tooling, constructing, and finishing processes. He will build a checkbook or
passport wallet. Lunch is included with your registration on site at the beautiful Brinton Bistro.
(Directions to the Brinton Museum will be provided upon registration for the workshop.)
Materials to Bring: Please bring an example of your leatherwork to give Jim an opportunity
to tailor specific comments to you. Also, bring any tools (swivel knives) for comparison and
comment. Sponsors will provide leather for demonstration, carving or tool work.

Basic Hand Stitching

Advanced Hand Stitching

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and The Fiebing Company
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Basic Hand Stitching
Gordon Andrus
W208, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 14

$85

Mastery with a needle and thread is the most fundamental skill in the leather arts, and recent
years have seen a resurgence of interest in the simple elegance of hand-stitched leather work.
This workshop will cover basic hand stitching, including double needle harness stitching,
casting a hitch in the stitch, and tying off with a hidden knot. Time permitting, Gordon will
demonstrate lock stitching with a hooked awl, and stitching an edge to edge butt seam.
Materials to Bring: Size 003 or 002 Harness (egg eye) needles, small, sharpened diamond
awl with handle, stitching clamp if you have one and can bring it, and note taking materials.
Cameras welcome. Tools will be provided where needed. Needles and awls can be purchased
in advance from Red Ox Brand Tools at https://redoxbrand.sagecreeksaddles.com
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA

Beginning Leathercraft: How to Start!
Serina Lee
W203A, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Beginner

Student Limit 12

$150

The focus of this class will be to get you started correctly with the basics! You will learn a bit
about the types of leather, different weights and how you can use them. You will also learn
things like preparing the leather, basic tools and how to use those tools, how to case the
leather and why it is important. In this class you will learn to transfer a simple pattern onto
leather, use a swivel knife to carve it, and basic stamping tools to tool the pattern. You will
also do a simple dye and antique on the project.
Materials to Bring: Maul/mallet, basic stamping tools, swivel knife, strop, stylus, straight
edge ruler, stamping stone, fine, pointed round brush, pen and paper for note taking.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Better Phone Photography
Loy Andrus
Appaloosa, Holiday Inn
Friday, 5/17, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

Getting good, quality images of your work can seem daunting and learning everything
you need to know can feel like learning a different language. Loy will lead you through a
discussion and show you examples of: Composition (subject placement, camera angles, and
background); Lighting (source, balance, strength); and Editing (exposure, color, contrast).
These three core elements are at the heart of taking any good and meaningful image. Once
you understand the formula it as simple as A+B+C = Great Final Product! Loy will also cover
moving and storing images.

18 Materials to Bring: Note taking materials and, of course, a great camera phone!

Bob Park’s Antiquing, Dyeing & Finishing Demonstration
Bob Park
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Tuesday, 5/14, 7:00pm - 10:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

In this demonstration you will see Bobby dye, antique and finish a piece of tooled leather.
Through the use of close-up cameras and a large screen HD TV, he shares the techniques
he uses to produce the finishes he is known for. The demonstration will include: discussion
about leather, tooling, preparing the leather for color, dyeing the background, dyeing the
edges, oiling the leather, applying Fiebing’s paste antique and final finish coats. Throughout
the process he will discuss the tools and methods required for each application. Bobby will
also discuss the use of alternative products and methods for comparison purposes. Time
permitting, there will be an open Q & A session at the end of the demonstration where he
will answer questions regarding any subject which may interest the class. Bobby’s classes fill
quickly so don’t ride the fence!
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Cameras are welcome.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co., The Fiebing Company and Bob Park Custom Leather

Bob Park’s Bindings & Turned Edges Demonstration
Bob Park
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Thursday, 5/16, 9:00am -12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

In this demonstration, Bobby will share the methods he uses to create and apply leather
bindings and turned edges on casework. These are techniques which are essential when
utilizing pre-finished interior assemblies or where burnishing the edges is impractical.
Topics covered will include hand skiving, splitting, trimming, gluing and sewing. Bobby will
demonstrate the use of several hand tools for cutting and skiving and with the aid of a large
screen TV and multiple cameras; students will be presented with close-up views of each and
every operation. Additionally, Bobby will discuss the use of the bell knife skivers and splitters
and their practical applications to this subject. If you have ever considered using bindings
or turned edges in a project, then this demonstration will be particularly informative. Time
permitting, there will be an open Q & A session where Bobby will answer questions regarding
any subject which may interest the class.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Cameras are welcome.

Bindings & Turned Edges

Antiquing, Dyeing & Finishing

Better Phone Photography

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Leather Machine Co., Inc. and Bob Park Custom Leather
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Bob Park’s Burnishing Edges Demonstration
Bob Park
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Wednesday, 5/15, 7:00pm - 10:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

This is one of the most highly attended demonstrations that Bobby produces. If you are
interested in learning various methods to produce professional quality edge finishes, then
this is your class! He utilizes close up cameras and a large screen HD TV to demonstrate
each step of a number of burnishing techniques. His demonstration of the most popular
burnishing machines like Cobra, Weaver and the Fantastic Burnisher provides an excellent
opportunity to observe their practical applications. Instruction will cover subjects like: types
of edgers, sharpening, techniques in hand burnishing, the use of various burnishing solutions,
edge dyeing, burnishing with a Dremel and dealing with exotic and chrome tanned leather.
Time permitting, there will be an open Q & A session at the end of the demonstration where
Bobby will answer questions regarding any subject which may interest the class.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Cameras are welcome.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co., The Fiebing Company and Bob Park Custom Leather

Bob Park’s Inlays & Filligree Demonstration
Bob Park
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Thursday, 5/16, 1:00pm - 4:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

In this demonstration, Bobby will share the techniques he uses to filigree tooled backgrounds
on projects such as purses, organizers, briefcases, belts, headstalls and other similar projects.
With the use of close-up cameras and a large screen TV, he will filigree the background area
of a tooling pattern and apply a colored background material. He will also demonstrate the
method he uses to create an exotic inlay on the same type of projects. Discussion will include
the type and weight of the leathers used, coloring, finishing, cutting tools and gluing. Time
permitting, there will be an open Q & A session where Bobby will answer questions regarding
any subject which may interest the class.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Cameras are welcome.

Inlays & Filligree
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Burnishing Edges

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Bob Park Custom Leather

Bob Park’s Western Floral Designs
Bob Park
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Tuesday, 5/14, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Intermediate and Advanced

Student Limit 12

$135

If you were standing in the wrong line when they passed out drawing skills, this class is for
you! This workshop is designed as an introduction to drawing floral tooling patterns utilizing
the techniques outlined in Bobby’s book, Creating Western Floral Designs. The instruction
is designed to assist those who struggle when composing floral tooling patterns. Utilizing
close-up cameras and a large screen TV, Bobby outlines the step by step process that he
uses when designing patterns. This is not an art class! Rather, it’s a mechanical approach to
composition utilizing common traditional design elements found in most tooling patterns. The
focus is to assist students in designing patterns by following the techniques outlined in the
book. Some of the topics covered include basic layout, the use of borders and understanding
pattern flow. During the afternoon session the students will practice some basic techniques
in drawing, under Bobby’s supervision. Loaner copies of Creating Western Floral Designs will
be available and signed copies will be available for purchase as well.
Materials to Bring: Pencils, erasers, circle template (up to 3”), note taking materials and a
camera.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Bob Park Custom Leather

Bob Park’s Western Floral Tooling
Bob Park
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Wednesday, 5/15, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Intermediate and Advanced

Student Limit 12

$135

While there is a lot of reference material on how to learn the basics of floral tooling, there is
very little designed to help take it to the next level. This workshop is designed to do just that.
In general, topics will include casing leather, carving solutions, swivel knife and stamping
tool selection. Bobby will talk about a variety of the techniques that he employs on his own
projects which are not commonly found in existing instructional literature. And with the aid
of close-up cameras and a large screen TV, each student will have the opportunity to observe
these techniques, first hand. Discussion will also include the importance of the cutting
sequence, when not to cut, tooling sequences, undercutting, petal lifting, back-beveling
and the use of modeling tools. The class will have an opportunity in the afternoon session
to apply these techniques on a practice floral tooling pattern. This is not a project class
and there will be no pressure to complete the practice patterns. The focus will be strictly
on evaluating each student’s skill level and tailoring comments to help them improve. Time
permitting, there will be an open Q&A session at the end of the workshop where Bobby will
gladly answer questions regarding any subject which may interest the class.
Materials to Bring: Stamping tools (a full tool list will be emailed to each student upon
registration), stamping surface, swivel knife, strop, maul/mallet of choice, tracing stylus, small
sponge or water spray bottle, notepad, pencil and camera.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Bob Park Custom Leather
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Braided Buttons
Joe/Nick Boyles/Carter
W203A, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
Beginner

Student Limit 12

$80

Have you ever wanted to braid the decorative buttons you have seen but had no idea where
to start? In this workshop, Nick and Joe will teach how to make a 4 part, 3 bight Turks Head
and enlarge it up to a 7 part, 6 bight Turks Head and then do the pineapple interweave. This
will be done a couple different ways to try and find a good fit for each student. Our goal is
to have each student go home with a mandrel that has at least three different Turks Heads
on it that you can use it as a reference in the future. Each student will receive a booklet with
pictures and step by step instructions of each button. This is being very optimistic, but if time
permits, we will get into the Gaucho interweave and the Spanish Ring Knot. This is going to
be a fast paced, very informative workshop that will make you think. It will be a challenge but
well worth your time and money. Between Nick and Joe, they have over 50 years of braiding
experience.
Materials to Bring: Any braiding books you may have, lacing fid and mandrel (there will be
extras for you to borrow), highlighter, colored pencils, and a camera.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Y-Knot Lace, NTC Braiding, Rugged Cross Saddlery

Broaden Your Knowledge: Fitting the Saddle Tree
Keith Seidel
W129, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$100

Keith will teach you how to profile a horse’s back and determine how the tree should fit on
the horse. He will outline how the saddle should be built around those fitting principles to
properly balance the saddle to the horse. He will discuss: terminology (shape, angles, rock,
bar crown, bridging), padding, static vs dynamic fit, saddle position on the horse, as well as
many common misconceptions in the industry. Keith will illustrate the importance of finding
level of the tree sitting on the horse, so that you can take that tree to your saddle stand and
build a balanced saddle. Information taught in this class will be used in the Saddle Design and
Patterning class. Stay for Lunch that will be provided to allow for open discussion.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials.
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Western Floral Tooling

Braided Buttons

Official
Workshop
Sponsor
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Broaden Your Knowledge: Fundamental Western Tooling
Keith Seidel
W129, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$195

Learn the skills you need to know to stamp like a pro. This HANDS-ON class will cover the
fundamental use of a multitude of stamping tools as well as the swivel knife, to achieve the
look you want. Learn how to properly stamp elements like acanthus, swirls, flowers, leaves,
and stems, as well as carve borders and do finish cuts. “Casing” of leather will be covered
as well as maintaining temper while stamping. Keith will teach you how to interpret tooling
designs, and how to choose the right tool for the look you want. He will introduce the basic
principles of drawing floral tooling patterns and take some of the uncertainty out of drawing
your own patterns. Students will be grouped by skill level for more tailored instruction, and
more advanced students will have varied challenges and opportunities to work on their
advanced skills. Keith’s daughter, Kelly Meyers, will assist in this workshop. Lunch will be
provided to allow for open discussion.
Materials to Bring: Stamping tools, swivel knife, strop, mallet/maul, stylus, headlamp, and a
stamping stone.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co., Seidel’s Saddlery, Chuck Smith Ole Smoothie Swivel Knives, and
Barry King Tools

Broaden Your Knowledge: Profitable Pricing Strategies
Keith Seidel
W129, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$100

It is a concern that we hear often: How do I price my work? You are afraid to price it too
high for fear of losing business, but also afraid to price it too low and see your business fail.
As an experienced and successful saddle maker, Keith will clearly explain how to establish
consistent, equitable pricing for your work. How do you calculate overhead or figure out your
shop rate? How do you figure how much profit you need or how to raise your prices? How
do you pay yourself? Proper pricing equals success! This will be a fast paced, interactive class
that will cover a lot of material in a straightforward and practical manner. You will come to
understand that profit is not a dirty word! Come early for Lunch that will be provided to allow
for open discussion.

Chrome Tan Overlays & Filligree
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Chap & Chink Making

Materials to Bring: Note taking materials.

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Assembly
Keith Seidel
W129, Sheridan College
Friday, 5/17, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$195

Keith will demonstrate his saddle assembly process using patterns developed in Thursday’s
Design & Patterning Class. He says, “I have developed methods for fitting that work on
every saddle and remove the guesswork.” This class will shorten your learning curve in your
saddle making endeavors, as you learn a master saddle maker’s proven methods and efficient
techniques. You will observe the fit-up construction of a complete saddle: blocking skirts,
making riggings, fitting back cantle, making and fitting rear jockeys, and stretching in a seat.
He will cover difficult areas like cutting cantle corners, fitting jockeys nice and tight EVERY
time, and rigging positioning. While not a pre-requisite, it is highly recommended that you
take Thursday’s Design & Patterning Class, as there will not be enough time in THIS class to
discuss all of the variables. Lunch will be provided to allow for open discussion.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials.

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Design & Patterning
Keith Seidel
W129, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$195

YOU are the architect and engineer of the saddle! DESIGN is the most CRITICAL element
of a saddle. Learn how to work out your saddle design completely, BEFORE you cut leather.
Learn how to create your own “blueprint” for a saddle, and then translate that to making
patterns. Keith will demonstrate his entire method of saddle design, from sketch to making
patterns, to help you achieve the end result that you want. You will be able to work out all
the details –like proportions, type of rigging, cantle binding, skirt shape — and develop a plan
for how it all ties together. Information in Fitting the Saddle Tree class will be referred to in
this class and used to develop properly balanced patterns. Lunch will be provided to allow
for open discussion.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials and a sketchbook.

Chap & Chink Making
Bob Klenda
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Friday, 5/17, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

The goal for this class is to provide the student with the knowledge and confidence to make
chaps for personal use or as a business. Subject matter offered: The art of taking orders,
taking proper measurements, understanding what the measurements mean, selecting suitable
leather, doing layout, cutting and construction. Further subject matter: Understanding pattern
design, adjustment, and fit as well as the difference between chaps, chinks, and Armitas and
what is unique about each. The class will be informal, questions are welcome, and chaps,
chinks, etc. will be on display for your inspection.
Materials to Bring: Notepad, pencil and camera. Optional: Chaps/Chinks/Armitas you have
25
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Chrome Tan Overlays & Filligree
Carl Chappell
W209, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

Chrome tan leather can present it’s own challenges, different from veg tan leather. Carl
has decades of experience with chrome tan leather, and is an expert in creating overlays
and filligree. Carl is the kind of instructor that hopes the student comes with challenging
questions, or is simply eager to learn! Not only a workshop for boot makers, these 4 hours
will help you avoid costly mistakes and give you purpose the next time you sit down with
chrome tan and a sewing machine. An outline will be provided.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials.

Clasps & Closures: Both Common & Creative
Chuck Dorsett
Appaloosa, Holiday Inn
Friday, 5/17, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
Intermediate

Student Limit 10

$75

Adding closures and clasps can really step up the look of a project, but, it’s the last step and,
because of that, it can be one of the most stressful steps in the process. We’ll knock that
stress out with some basics like snaps, rivets and Sam Browns. From there, we’ll move over to
some very creative, yet simple, closures that are easy to make and look great! We will make
some simple projects that you can take home to use as a idea base for future designs.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Weaver Leather will provide all of the supplies.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Weaver Leather

Control & Refinement with the Swivel Knife
Gordon Andrus
W208, Sheridan College
Tuesday, 5/14, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 14

$85

Control of the swivel knife is fundamental to all decorative work with leather. After checking
to be sure that they know how to properly sharpen and strop their knives, participants of this
workshop will learn techniques which will help to ensure that their cuts work with the flow
of the pattern. Emphasis will also be placed on making push cuts and fading out lines while
cutting to see the effect that this has on creating flow in the finished work.
Materials to Bring: Swivel knives, blades, strops and other sharpening equipment that you
may have and can bring. Cameras welcome.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.
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Cowboy Cuffs
Bob Klenda
Appaloosa, Holiday Inn
Tuesday, 5/14, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 6

$155

Cowboy cuffs have completed a cowboy’s outfit for a long time. Bob is offering you an
opportunity to make your very own pair. Layout patterns will be supplied, along with a flower
carving pattern. You can choose to flower carve, basket, block, or border stamp yours. (If
flower carving, expect to complete one cuff at best.) Students will learn about choosing
leather, proper layout, cutting, edging, burnishing, punching holes, applying finishes, setting
snaps and lacing or braiding. If flower carving, learn the elements that make a pattern
inspirational as well as improving your technique.
Materials to Bring: Note taking material, camera, swivel knife, mallet, stamping tools,
stamping surface, round knife or favorite cutting knife, wood or poly cutting surface, #2 or #3
edger. (Edge rubbing supplies, hole punches, lacing, snaps and snap setters will be furnished.
If flying to the show, contact Bob at 970-878-5382 to arrange for tools.)
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and The Fiebing Company

Cozy, Hand-Stitched Deerskin Pillow
Julie Pierce
W208, Sheridan College
Friday, 5/17, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 8

$175

Have you ever wanted a soft and cozy pillow for your cabin or home? That’s what we’ll make
in this fun workshop. You will learn about piecing and hand stitching with deerskin and go
home with a beautiful addition to your pillow collection. Julie will provide the goose down
pillow insert.
Materials to Bring: 45mm rotary cutter, straight edge (24” minimum length), cutting mat (24”
x 36” minimum size).

Cowboy Cuffs
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Control & Refinement with the Swivel Knife

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
American Elk & Deer and Renia USA

Creative Dyeing Techniques
Sheryl Katzke
W208, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

Have you ever wanted to do a different coloring or dyeing technique on your leather, but
didn’t know where to start? Here is your opportunity to learn several new, non-traditional,
dyeing techniques. In this fun, interactive class you will learn techniques such as tye-dye,
and ice dyeing; how to create a watercolor effect; learn what other stuff you can use as dyes;
how to use different things as a resist, and more. Participants will make a sample piece of
each technique.
Materials to Bring: Bring an apron and wear clothes that can get dirty. All other supplies will
be provided.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Deliberate Design: Using the Golden Ratio
Shane Dresser
W158, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$100

Are you satisfied with the patterns that you have either purchased or used for your leather
projects? Are you wanting to create your own patterns but don’t know where to start your
design process? Are you able to lay out your design elements like pocket size, position,
and placement perfectly? Do your patterns feel just right or do you struggle to understand
why something feels out of place? Learn specific design rules and guidelines that will
help you correct, alter or embellish current patterns and know when to add or take away
certain design elements. Understand where to begin designing your own new patterns with
principles of design that are often either unknown or overlooked. Finally, understand the
necessity of using the Golden Ratio to enhance the overall beauty of your design using a set
of Golden Ratio calipers to fine-tune your sketches and realize a final pattern that you can
have confidence in bringing to a three-dimensional prototype.

Deliberate Design: Using the Golden Ratio

Creative Dyeing Techniques

Materials to Bring: Pencils, pens, or favorite sketching instrument, notepad or sketchbook,
and ruler. Golden Ratio calipers will be provided.
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Embossed Koi
Jürgen Volbach
W203B, Sheridan College
Friday-Saturday, 5/17-5/18, 8:00am - 5:00pm
Intermediate and Advanced
Student Limit 12

$330

In this workshop, you’ll learn Jürgen’s adaptations to leather embossing methods to achieve
a 3-D modeling of a Koi fish surrounded by water and plant life using modeling tools. From
transferring the pattern to leather to the finished piece, every step will be shown in the
correct, logical sequence. You’ll be mixing your own leather dust with rubber cement, filling in
the back side, and then reworking the modeling on the front, adding cuts, to give the Koi it’s
3-D appearance. Don’t miss your chance to learn the secrets of these 3-D techniques! Time
permitting, you will finish the Koi with antique, or Jürgen can speak to how to effectively
color the fish, so that you can frame the finished piece at home.
Materials to Bring: Swivel knife with a small blade (7mm), strop, fine scalpel, ball and spoon
modelers (Barry King or Peter Main, if you have it), small bubble backgrounders (M882 &
M881), seeders (S631, S632, S633), figure bevelers (F891, F895, F902), pear shaders (P367,
P703, P972), various steep bevelers, mallet, graphite pencil and eraser, stamping stone, and
a cutting board.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA

English Saddle Repair 101
Bob Brenner
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Saturday, 5/18, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$90

Are you missing out on additional business by not doing English saddle repair?? In this
workshop we will cover the most common English saddle repairs. These will include: Relacing (re-stitching) the pommel and cantle, replacing the billets, replacing fall-down staples
and head nails, replacing knee rolls, re-flocking and much more. Also, Bob will discuss the
materials that need to be used and sources for those materials, plus the tools that are
required. Bob has over 30 years of experience in English saddle and tack repair.

English Saddle Repair 101
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Embossed Koi

Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Cameras are welcome.

Engravers’ Bench: Techniques for Metal Inlays
Diane Scalese
Strip Mine, Holiday Inn
Thursday, 5/16, 1:00pm - 4:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$85

The process of inlaying one metal into another can be a challenging one. However, with
the proper methods and tools, it is not a difficult one. Though the theory is the same for
all inlays, the techniques vary for different results. Diane will show you inlaying techniques
including flush wire inlay, flush sheet inlay, and raised inlay for decorative figures. There will
be handouts to show step by step how to make the different tools and illustrations on how
to use them. Diane will also demonstrate engraving techniques to enhance your inlays, and
give you tips on the common mistakes to avoid.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
GRS

Extreme Owl
Kathy Flanagan
W166, Sheridan College
Wednesday-Thursday, 5/15-5/16, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!
Student Limit 12

$280

Who? Who? You! You can come join me for two days of intense instruction and fun. An owl
is the subject this year, per request of one of my regular students. The picture comes from a
photo taken by wildlife photographer Mindy Music King. Feathers are a whole different ball
game than our usual subjects with hair. The owl will be embossed in the extreme. Walk away
with a finished 11” x 14” picture, ready to frame.
Materials to Bring: Weight to hold down leather, stylus, modeling spoon, swivel knife, mallet,
bevelers and matting tools (smooth and checkered, various sizes), smooth pear shaders
(various sizes), F902, F895, large hair blade (not multi-blade knife), scalpel with #11 blades,
1” stamping stone, paint brushes (sizes 0 - 4, round).

Fearless Swivel Knife Use

Extreme Owl

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.
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Fearless Swivel Knife Use
Jim Linnell
W202, Sheridan College
Friday, 5/17, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$85

If you are one whose hand tenses up when touching a swivel knife and a bit of fear brushes
the pit of your stomach when your swivel knife touches the leather, this is the workshop
you need to take. This workshop begins with the basics and then takes participants beyond
what they ever dreamed they could do with a swivel knife. Once the fear of the swivel knife
is conquered, cutting a pattern, decorative cuts, and even complete designs will be handled
with confidence. By the end of the workshop, students will complete a piece of leather art
using only their swivel knife. Jim promises to get the novice started down the right path and
the experience to be challenged.
Materials to Bring: Favorite swivel knife, stylus, strop, note taking supplies and all the
questions you’ve ever had about mastering the swivel knife.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Tandy Leather

Finishing an Alligator Watch Strap
Sean Aquino
Le Gourmet, Holiday Inn
Wednesday, 5/15, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 10

$245

In this workshop, you will learn hands-on how to master the intricate detailed work of
finishing edges, including painting and creasing, so you can build more refined and higher
quality leather goods. You’ll build a luxury watch strap in alligator to learn and practice these
skills. You can also apply these same techniques to belts, pet collars and handbags. You’ll also
use the same tools and materials that the best designers and makers use today to create
better projects than you ever have before. Learn tips and tricks needed to use those tools
and materials effectively, allowing you to unlock the secrets of creating finely crafted leather
edges.
Materials to Bring: A stitching pony or clam. Optional: Cutting knife and skiving knife.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co., Renia USA, Fine Leatherworking and Mark Staton Co.

Floral Pattern Layout
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Friday, 5/17, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$75

Discover floral pattern layout, combined with geometric and basket stamping. Learn how
to draw patterns properly within a given space while maintaining symmetry, balance and
flow. Further instruction involving basic pattern components (flowers, buds, leaves, stems
and fillers) will open up inexhaustible possibilities for pattern layout. Then, add borders
to complete your designs using cut lines, beaded and serpentine accents. A tried and true
course that is a favorite with students, year after year.

32 Materials to Bring: Plain drawing paper, pencils and an eraser.
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Free Leathercraft Workshop for Youth
Jim Linnell
W202, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 9:00am -12:00pm
Beginner

Student Limit 40

$0

The basics of leather tooling (carving & stamping) will be demonstrated in this morning
workshop for aspiring leather workers aged 19 and under. Then, students will receive
individual hands-on help with practicing the techniques and completing a leather project. All
materials will be provided. *Pre-Registration is required.
Materials to Bring: All materials provided.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Tandy Leather

Fundamentals of Braiding: Round & Flat
Joe & Nick Boyles/Carter
W203A, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 8:00am - 12:00pm
Beginner

Student Limit 12

$80

In this braiding workshop you will learn the fundamentals of braiding a round braid and a flat
braid. We will discuss the aspects of braiding, the similarities and differences in round and
flat braids, lace preparation, and different applications of each braid. Even though this is a
beginner’s workshop, it will be a bit fast-paced, with a lot of information. Our goal is to send
you home with the basic knowledge of 4 and 8 strand round braiding and flat braiding of 6
to 12 strands so you can continue to learn on your own. There is not a specific project we
will braid just practice pieces for you to take home. This will be a hands on, question asking,
have fun workshop. Between Nick and Joe, they have over 50 years of braiding experience.
Materials to Bring: Lacing fid, any braiding books (if you want), pen or pencil, notebook,
highlighter, colored pencils, and a camera.

Harmonizing Flowers & Leaves
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Fundamentals of Braiding

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Y-Knot Lace, NTC Braiding, Rugged Cross Saddlery

Fundamentals of Three-Dimensional Tooling
Tony Bernier
W210, Sheridan College
Friday, 5/17, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$200

Multiple time World Leather Debut award winner, Tony Allen Bernier, teaches you his
approach to leather tooling: A comprehensive method to realistic representations on leather.
You’ll not just learn to tool one image; Tony will give you a complete understanding on how
to approach/tool any art to realistically represent it three-dimensionally. This knowledge
comes in handy when embossing or using other art mediums. After some quick swivel knife
techniques, you’ll do some simple perspective style boxes, then work your way up in a
systematic approach to the more complex. Each new detail learned is used to move forward.
Learning how to properly render perspective-style images provides the opportunity to add
more dimensions to your tooling abilities.
Materials to Bring: Mist bottle, small stylus, swivel knife (preferably with a filigree blade),
strop, mallet/maul, stamping stone, small, pointed modeling spoon, medium figure beveler,
small beveler, and a small, pointed (smooth) backgrounder.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Harmonizing Flowers & Leaves
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Saturday, 5/18, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 12

$150

Al Gould enrolled in every class that he possibly could with his mentor, Don Butler, instructing.
Al would tell the other students, “I challenge you to learn more than I do from Don!” Don
Butler’s iconic style of leather carving and stamping has inspired this brand new workshop,
where you will be drawing and then stamping (also using tap offs and trace offs) four to five
different types of flowers and leaf variances to compliment them. It’s a great way to spend a
day and pay homage to Don in his hometown.
Materials to Bring: Stamping stone, swivel knife and strop, maul/mallet, stamping tools,
paper and pencil.

Ladies’ Wallet with Snap Closure

Ladies’ Wallet with Snap Closure

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and The Fiebing Company
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How to Make a Bespoke Leather Jacket
Julie Pierce
W208, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 12

$150

A 2-time World Leather Debut blue ribbon winner, Julie Pierce has a lot of information to
impart regarding the creation of bespoke leather clothing. She has created an extensive
outline for this workshop, designed to walk you through the entire process of creating a
leather jacket that fits perfectly. Beginning with a design consultation, you will be able to
ascertain your customers wants and needs. Julie will provide you with her trademarked
JJ Pierce Co. Worksheet to get all of the important measurements correct. She’ll discuss
pattern development, how to make a mock-up, check for fit, create a final pattern, source
the materials, cutting the leather and finally, construction. Additionally, there will be tips on
pricing and sewing machines, and you’ll pair up with someone in the class to practice taking
measurements (she’ll provide tape measures). Participants should have a basic understanding
of sewing machine operation, garment construction, and fitting. Everyone is welcome,
however.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Cameras are welcome.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
JJ Pierce Co.

Ladies’ Wallet with Snap Closure
Jerry Van Amburg
W203B, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 4:00pm
Intermediate and Advanced

Student Limit 20

$160

Learn to make a women’s wallet starting with understanding the layout of the various parts
and how they fit together, cutting the leather, and sewing the pieces. The template used
in the workshop will include 5 card slots and an I.D. slot, plus 2 areas for for bills. After
completing the construction, Jerry will show you how to plot, lay out punch and set the snap
closure. Some of the many techniques taught will be: Precision draw-cutting; Determining
wallet design necessities; Glueing; How to roll the pocket edges; How to make a doublerolled bill slot edge; Creating a natural fold in the wallet; Edge painting; Punching holes and
hand stitching. Workshop may run til 5:00 p.m. if extra time is needed.
Materials to Bring: 8” x 12” square metal ruler, draw knife or snap off blade knife, cutting mat,
glue pot (if you have one), 3/32 lacing chisel, mallet and pounding board.

Make the Hone Your Friend
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Life-sized Sculpted Flowers

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Van Amburg Leathers

Leatherwork Personal Training
Bob Klenda
Office, Holiday Inn
Saturday, 5/18, 11am - 12pm; 1pm - 2pm; 3pm - 4pm
All skill levels welcome!
Student Limit 1

$100

Bring a sampling of your work for a 1-on-1 critique of your leather carving and/or stamping,
saddle or chap making. Ask questions, discuss your hopes and struggles. Receive ideas,
information on ways of doing things and encouragement. Discuss leather, design, tools, and
habits. Call the Journal to register: 715-362-5393. Please meet at the Leather Crafters/Trade
Show Registration booth 5 minutes prior to your session.
Materials to Bring: Your leatherwork, tools and questions. All students under 18 must be
accompanied by an adult.

Life-sized Sculpted Flowers: Orchid and Poppy
Annie Libertini
W209, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$135

In this one-day workshop you will learn leather sculpting techniques and create life-like,
three- dimensional orchid and poppy flowers using only your hands and a few basic tools.
Each student will be instructed in manipulating the leather to make natural looking flowers
and using water-based dyes and acrylic paint to bring them to life! At the end of the workshop,
the flowers will be assembled and can be made into pins or ornaments.
Materials to Bring: Ball end modeling tool, stylus, awl, X-acto knife or scalpel, safety skiver
or skiving blade, cutting mat, spray bottle for water (if possible). Annie will have extra tools
available.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Make the Hone Your Friend
Paul Zalesak
W158, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

This is a hands-on workshop where you will take the edge of your leather cutting instruments
to the stone. Our primary focus will be putting an edge on your swivel knife, round knife,
skiver, trim knife, etc. Develop the skills to effectively and efficiently sharpen your various
leathercraft knives to achieve an extremely sharp cutting edge. Fundamental principles and
techniques will also be covered. We will be covering a lot of information in a short period of
time with the goal of getting you comfortable with the use and results of your sharpening
media. The price of the workshop includes a copy of “On the Edge”, which is a compilation of
articles featured in the Leather Crafters & Saddlers Journal. Note: You can still participate if you
don’t have sharpening media, as we will have extras available for you to use.
Materials to Bring: 3-5 leather cutting instruments (e.g., swivel knife, round knife, trim knife,
etc.), your favorite sharpening media (diamond hones or water stones), sharpening fixture for
your swivel knife blade, 2”x 4” wide wooden block the length of your sharpening media (to
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serve as riser block), strop, cutting board, wipe rag(s) and scrap leather for testing.

Making a Shaving Bag (Dopp Kit)
Aaron Heizer
W209, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 8:00am - 4:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 10

$150

Aaron and his students will construct a shaving kit using different types of leather, installing a
zipper, and assembling it with a sewing machine. Many different construction techniques will
be used in this project and each student will complete one kit to bring home.
Materials to Bring: Sharpened leather-cutting knife, ruler and a cutting board. Aaron will
provide all other supplies! Also: Bring a smile...Seriously – this will be a fun class so be ready
for it!
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Leather Machine Co., Inc. and Maker’s Leather Supply

Making Saddle Bags
Bob Klenda
Appaloosa, Holiday Inn
Wednesday-Thursday, 5/15-5/16, 8:00am - 5:00pm
Intermediate
Student Limit 6

$345

During Bob’s 56 years as a saddle maker, he has made saddle bags of all sizes and shapes.
In this 2-day workshop, the student will build and take home a medium sized pair with an
accordion-style gusset. Bob will explain styles, materials and construction methods as well as
the methods of attaching saddle bags to a saddle. Patterns will be supplied, student will lay
out, cut, stamp, rivet, sew, edge, oil and polish the pair that they make. Time will only permit
a simple border stamp (bring a favorite).
Materials to Bring: Notepad, pencil, camera, swivel knife, strop, mallet, stamping tools,
stamping surface, round knife or favorite cutting knife, wood or poly cutting surface, heavy
scissors, #2 and #3 edgers, edge rubbing supplies, and a broad-faced hammer. Bob will
supply tools for those who don’t have all the listed tools. If flying to the trade show, contact
Bob at 970-878-5382 to arrange for tools.

Men’s Bifold Wallet
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Making a Shaving Bag (Dopp Kit)

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co., The Fiebing Company and Renia USA

Men’s Bifold Wallet
Jerry Van Amburg
W203B, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 8:00am - 4:00pm
Intermediate and Advanced

Student Limit 20

$160

The objective of this hands-on workshop is teach you how to make a top quality bifold
wallet, which also contains slots for 6 cards. Each student will learn the layout dimensions
and techniques involved in wallet making. You will cut out each of the 10 pieces and sew
the parts together in a specific order. You will choose between lacing or sewing the edges.
Some of the many techniques taught will be: Precision draw-cutting; Determining wallet
design necessities; Glueing; How to roll the pocket edges; How to make a double-rolled
bill slot edge; Creating a natural fold in the wallet; Edge painting; Punching holes and hand
stitching. Karung snake will be provided for the lining; however, kangaroo will be available for
an upgrade in class. Workshop may run til 5:00 p.m. if extra time is needed.
Materials to Bring: 8” x 12” square metal ruler, draw knife or snap off blade knife, cutting mat,
glue pot (if you have one), 3/32 lacing chisel, mallet and pounding board.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Van Amburg Leathers

Modeling Tool, Lettering, Monotone Coloring
Peter Main
W203A, Sheridan College
Friday, 5/17, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 12

$185

Here you will learn what a versatile tool the modeler is and its use on all styles of work. Then,
learn how to do lettering, both block and script, inverted style. Finally, have some fun shading
a design using only one color. With this technique mastered, you can use all colors on your
work!
Materials to Bring: Modeling tool, swivel knife and blades you already have, strop, tracing
stylus, scratch awl, ruler, small dividers, shallow-well palette, and (2) No. 5 pointed brushes.
Peter will bring modelers and small dividers for purchase.

Pricing Your Work

Molded Kitten Brooch

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
The Fiebing Co.
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Molded Kitten Brooch Demonstration
Honghao Cai
Appaloosa, Holiday Inn
Saturday, 5/18, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$100

This is a demonstration style workshop that will enlighten students on the techniques used
to create free-form molds for embossing leather shapes! Honghao Cai will show you how to
manufacture the mold using clay, polyurethane and silicon; how to shape and emboss the
leather on the mold; how to finish and round the edges; how to fill in the details and textures
of the kitten; and finally, he’ll demonstrate his unique dyeing techniques to bring the desired
colors to the kitten and transform it. This is a highly complex process that he has developed
and refined which will be shown step by step, on a large screen so that all can see and follow
along. You’ll be able to take this knowledge back to your workshops to create any mold you wish.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials. Cameras are welcome.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA

Personal Training with Al Gould
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Sunday, 5/19, 8am-9am; 9am-10am; 10am-11am
All skill levels welcome!
Student Limit 1

$100

Personal training (one-on-one) with a master leather artist has to be one of the best ways to
invest your time and money in your craft. There’s no one to interrupt, steal the show, or divert
the attention of you or Al. You can make so much more progress this way! Call the Journal to
register: 715-362-5393. Please meet at the Leather Crafters/Trade Show Registration booth
5 minutes prior to your time slot.
Materials to Bring: Your leatherwork, tools and questions. All students under 18 must be
accompanied by an adult.

Pricing Your Work
Bob Brenner
Chaparral, Holiday Inn
Saturday, 5/18, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$95

Bob Brenner is the leather industry authority with decades of experience on how to price your
work. Are you profitable? Even if you are, this workshop is designed to help you maximize
your profits and avoid common pitfalls. This is a packed, 4-hour workshop based on Bob’s
book, “How to Establish Prices for the Saddle Maker or Leather Worker”. Each student will
receive his book (a $39.95 retail value), which will help you greatly in your note taking while
Bob is teaching. This proven system will teach you how to establish a profitable hourly rate
and price for your services and products, and it is updated by Bob continuously to reflect
fair market pricing. With a Business Administration degree from Colorado State University
and spending 11 years in the banking industry, Bob set up every day, real world accounting
systems in his shop which are the basis for the book. These strategies can be used for anything
you make. Bob uses this same system in his shop. If you’ve made it, he’s priced it (profitably)!

40 Materials to Bring: Note taking materials.

Roll the Dice (Dice Cups)
Serina Lee
W203A, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$185

This class will teach the construction of a heavy weight dice cup. This cup is made without
having to sew it. It will be laced up the back but I will show you how to construct it in a way
that the bottom is only glued and not sewn on. Students will tool a simple pattern on the
front, but will mainly focus on the construction so that you will go home and be able to make
more! Game night will never be the same!! Roll the dice!! But NO cheating!!!
Materials to Bring: Basic bevelers, modeling tool, mallet/maul, metal square, sharp knife,
wing dividers, 1/8-inch lacing chisel, lacing fid, cutting board, tooling stone, skiving tool, large
edger (we will be edging 14-16 oz. leather), small detail brush for dye, whatever you use to
burnish your edges (products and tools) and a strap cutter.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co., The Fiebing Company and Leather Machine Co., Inc.

Saddle Trees: Top to Bottom
Dustin Smith
Buffalo, WY, WYO Custom Saddles & Trees
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$150

To many, ordering a saddle tree can be an overwhelming experience. Which measurements
are important and which aren’t? What about angles and fit for the customer or yourself?
What are the different styles of trees? In this class we will be measuring horses and then
taking that information to build a custom saddle tree from start to finish in the wood. The
measurements will be explained and all of the different options for making a custom saddle
tree will be discussed. This information will allow students to see what measurements are
used by tree makers. By watching a custom tree being built, the students will be able to have
a first hand look of how a custom saddle tree is constructed. This workshop will take place at
Dusty’s shop (130 Barn Rd, Buffalo, WY 82834.)
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials, earplugs and safety glasses (recommended). Lunch
is included with the registration fee and will be provided on site. Directions to Dusty’s shop
will be provided upon registration for the workshop.

Saddles – Part 1: Ground Seat
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Wednesday, 5/15, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$125

Part 1 in a 4-part series this year in Sheridan! Al will build an entire ground seat in this
workshop, while discussing the shaping of it as well. (Special Offer: Select all 4 parts in the
series – Saddle Ground Seat, Saddle Fit-Up, Saddle Front and Saddle Cantle Binding – and
save $100! Register for Saddle Solutions; see Registration Form).
Materials to Bring: Notebook, pencils and eraser.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA
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Saddles – Part 2: Saddle Fit Up
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Wednesday, 5/15, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$125

Part 2 in a 4-part series this year in Sheridan! This course will demonstrate how to fit, mark
and cut the saddle skirts, rigging and the seat to fit the rider and the purpose of the saddle.
Al will instruct on how to find the elusive shape, balance and function with saddle fit-up, and
will demonstrate a variety of rigging styles and applications. (Special Offer: Select all 4 parts
in the series – Saddle Ground Seat, Saddle Fit-Up, Saddle Front and Saddle Cantle Binding –
and save $100! Register for Saddle Solutions; see Registration Form).
Materials to Bring: Notebook, pencils and eraser.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA

Saddles – Part 3: Front
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$125

Part 3 in a 4-part series this year in Sheridan! Al will show you his favorite ways to cover the
horn, considerations for covering the fork, and he will address the many factors that come
into play when deciding on gullet height. (Special Offer: Select all 4 parts in the series –
Saddle Ground Seat, Saddle Fit-Up, Saddle Front and Saddle Cantle Binding – and save $100!
Register for Saddle Solutions; see Registration Form).
Materials to Bring: Notebook, pencils and eraser.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA

Saddles – Part 4: Cantle Binding
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Thursday, 5/16, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$125

Part 4 in a 4-part series this year in Sheridan! Cantle binding application is one of the most
troubling tasks of saddle making. In this workshop, learn to shape a Cheyenne roll to your
advantage; prepare leather for ease of application; apply the binding, secure it in place and
shape it for sewing. (Special Offer: Select all 4 parts in the series – Saddle Ground Seat,
Saddle Fit-Up, Saddle Front and Saddle Cantle Binding – and save $100! Register for Saddle
Solutions; see Registration Form).
Materials to Bring: Notebook, pencils and eraser.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA
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Simulated Stones – Making Jewelry with Realistic Leather Stones
Jim Linnell
W202, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 25

$145

One very popular accessory that leather craftsmen are having great success making and selling
is leather bracelets with stones set in them. The problem most have is finding a source for the
stones to set in the leather. Well, what if you could make your own unique simulated stones
out of leather? In fact, what if you could make an entire piece of jewelry out of leather? Think
of the applications this could have for belts, handbags and all sorts of personal accessories.
This will be a valuable skill that will let you separate your work from everyone else.
Materials to Bring: Swivel knife, strop, stylus, modeling spoon, ball end modeling tool,
various size seeder stamps, F910, smallest camouflage stamps and mules foot stamps you
have, beveling stamps and fine veiner stamps, scalpel, cutting and stamping surface, and
edge slicking tools.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by: Tandy Leather

Slickbald’s Carving Realistic Roses
Chris Andre
W171, Sheridan College
Friday, 5/17, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$135

Together with Slickbald, you will carve a “realistic” blooming rose. The main focus of this class
will be learning techniques for the more realistic carving in any flower. Several techniques in
adding depth and dimension to your flowers will be demonstrated. Time permitting, coloring
will be demostrated.
Materials to Bring: Figure carving tools: Bevelers, matters, shaders, lifter bevelers, veiners,
modeling spoon, triangle beveler, swivel knife, strop, maul/mallet, and a stamping stone if
possible.

Simulated Stones

Saddle Solutions

Roll the Dice (Dice Cups)

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and The Fiebing Company
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Slickbald’s Concealed Carry Gunleather
Chris Andre
W171, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 10

$200

Learn the fundamentals of professional holster design and construction. This workshop
will focus on concealed carry holsters with the student making a single One Slot “Nelson
No. 1” style holster. Fitting the holster style to the customer, types of holsters and their
applications, as well as designing holsters from scratch will be covered. In construction, we
will discuss leather selection, liners, wet molding and more. Chris will share shop tips and
production techniques to help the student hit the ground running. Students will receive one
of Slickbald’s 1 Slot Holster Master Pattern pattern packs.
Materials to Bring: Students should have their own professional collection of properly shaped,
sharpened, and polished tools: Pencil, head knife or similar, strop, round punches (1/4” &
3/8”), maul, one medium-sized (#3/4) French skiver, #3 and #5 common edge bevelers, #11
Exacto-style knife, slicker, wing dividers, needle-nose pliers, and a lace puller if you have one.
Chris will try to bring tools to fill in any gaps.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Leather Machine Co., Inc.

Slickbald’s De-mystifying the Stitcher
Chris Andre
W171, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 1:00pm - 4:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 25

$65

If you have ever been stumped by your sewing machine, are the proud owner of a new
stitcher, or are planning on purchasing a stitcher, this workshop is for you. Chris “Slickbald”
Andre will address setting up a Class 4 Cobra machine (or similar), finding “home”, tension and
thread weights, and go over the accessories as well. Many applications will be demonstrated.
Questions are encouraged and students will have the opportunity to practice with the
stitchers on hand.
Materials to Bring: Note taking materials.
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Concealed Carry Gunleather

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Leather Machine Co., Inc.

Slickbald’s Tooling Dimensions
Chris Andre
W171, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 15

$75

In this workshop, we will cover many techniques to bring out the depth and dimension of
our floral carvings: Layering, matting, and more. No specific project will be made, just lots of
remnants to play on if you choose to. Students are also welcome to just observe and take
notes.
Materials to Bring: Basic floral carving tools: Figure and matter bevelers, fine checkered
matters, swivel knife, strop, bar grounders and decorative background matters, maul/mallet,
and a stamping stone if possible.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Slickbald’s Western Braces (Suspenders)
Chris Andre
W171, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 8:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 10

$200

Braces, suspenders, pant hangars...In this workshop, we’ll be making a set of leather braces,
or whatever you’d like to call them. Chris will cover fitting the customer, making an alignment
jig, and the assembly of your braces. Students should have time to stamp a basic geometric
design if desired.
Materials to Bring: Students should have their own professional collection of properly
shaped, sharpened, and polished tools: Pencil, head knife or similar, strop, 3/16” round
punch, #2 and/or #3 common edge bevelers, and any stamping tools, including a swivel
knife, stamping stone and maul, should you decide to decorate your braces. Chris will try to
bring tools to fill in any gaps.

Western Braces (Suspenders)

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Leather Machine Co., Inc.
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Swivel Knife Finesse
Al Gould
Sheridan, Holiday Inn
Friday, 5/17, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 12

$75

Designed to add style to your swivel knife work, this workshop will help you learn to make
the swivel knife the integral and indispensable tool for your leatherwork. Al will show you
how to “run” with your cuts, how to cut floral designs, borders, leaves and stems, stand alone
cuts and basic, decorative cuts. Al is ready to answer all questions related to swivel knife
finesse, including all the various types of blades and bevels, so bring your most challenging
questions. Sharpening and maintaining the edge on your knives will also be covered. Learn
the best blade to use for each specific job. By the end of this workshop, you should feel as
though you and your swivel knife (knives?) are well acquainted!
Materials to Bring: Swivel knife, strop, notebook and pencil.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

The “Star” Roper Wallet
Steve Yezek
W210, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 9:00am - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$165

In this workshop, you will tool a star and floral roper wallet cover, that by the end of class
will be ready for finish. You will focus on achieving the illusion of exceptional depth on 5 oz.
(!) leather using the tried and true, as well as new and exciting techniques to create deep,
3-dimensional carvings. Steve will discuss many topics , including beveler styles and angles,
back bevelers, lifters, and modeling tools. If you’ve felt stuck in your, this workshop should
help give you a boost towards obtaining a more professional, deep and exciting look, that will
stand out amongst the crowd.
Materials to Bring: Stamping/carving tools, good, sharp swivel knife, strop, stamping stone,
misting bottle or sponge, back beveler, ball end modeler, regular modeling spoon, and an
extra light if you require it.

Tooling Realistic Portraits
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Swivel Knife Finesse

Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co., The Fiebing Company and Renia USA

Tooling Along With Gordon
Gordon Andrus
W208, Sheridan College
Wednesday, 5/15, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Intermediate and Advanced

Student Limit 10

$185

In response to requests for a hands-on tooling workshop, Gordon has designed a sharply
focused, one-day workshop experience where students will be guided as they use each
of the tools to stamp a floral type of pattern. The focus in this hands-on version of the
workshop teaches the leather worker to think of the floral stamping tools as modeling tools
for sculpting in leather. Workshop attendees will work right along with Gordon as he coaches
them on the details and techniques for each of the tools used in leather tooling.
Materials to Bring: Swivel knives, strop, stamping tools, mallets or mauls, stamping stone and
note taking materials. Some tools will be provided where needed. Cameras welcome.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.

Tooling Realistic Portraits: Buffalo Bill Cody
Annie Libertini
W209, Sheridan College
Friday, 5/17, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Intermediate

Student Limit 12

$150

In this one day workshop you will learn to tool a realistic, lifelike portrait of the great Buffalo
Bill Cody. In the process of tooling this portrait, Annie will show you how to make a tracing
pattern from a photograph and how to use basic tools to create dimension and capture the
details of character and personality that should shine through in every portrait. She will also
discuss how to choose the best images to use for portraits and how to translate them to
leather so that you will be ready to take these skills home and do your own! Although we
will not have time to color the pictures, time permitting Annie will demo how she colors and
finishes her portraits.
Materials to Bring: Tandy product codes are given for the specific tools I use: Pencil and
paper, small stamping stone, stylus, swivel knife and strop, maul or mallet, misting spray
bottle for water, small round modeling spoon (#8039-01), med/large round modeling spoon
(#8039-02), ball end modeling tool (#8039-04), hair blade tool (#88012-00), figure beveler
(F895), checked bevelers (B936, B701, B198), your preferred background tools (I use A104,
A114, and M882).
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co.
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Tooling Sunflowers & Other Unique Flowers
Steve Yezek
W210, Sheridan College
Thursday, 5/16, 8:00am - 12:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 20

$75

This workshop will focus on tooling the sunflower as well as other unique and different
species of flowers. Student will be exposed to Steve’s unique way of tooling sunflowers,
roses, and other difficult styles. We will focus on what tool to use where and why. You will be
exposed to new uses of old tools that make your tooling pop. Bring your tools and a open
mind; this will be fun.
Materials to Bring: Floral carving tools, sharp swivel knife, strop, stamping stone, misting
bottle or sponge, modeling spoon, ball end modeler, back beveler, 5 sizes of seeder stamps in
graduating sizes, and an extra light if you require it.
Materials for this workshop donated/provided by:
Hermann Oak Leather Co. and Renia USA

Turning Your Passion into Profit
Jim Linnell
W202, Sheridan College
Saturday, 5/18, 1:00pm - 5:00pm
All skill levels welcome!

Student Limit 30

$95

One of the first questions that a leather craftsman faces when they get into the craft is how
to pay for it. A hobby is a great thing that everyone should have, but having one that pays for
itself or that even can make you money would make that the perfect hobby. In this workshop
Jim Linnell will share insights on how to make a hobby in leathercraft can pay for itself.
Whether a seasoned leather worker or a beginner, there is value for students at all levels in
this 4 hour workshop. With over 50 years of leather working experience, Al Stohlman Award
winner Jim Linnell will answer questions on getting started, determining price, where to sell
your goods, and much more. In his 40 years in the leather industry, Jim has watched leather
workers evolve from beginners to successful businesses many times and has been a part of
guiding many craftsmen toward that goal. Jim will also dedicate some time to discussing how
to use social media to promote your business. Topics range from the basics, such as how to
set up a page, to much more in depth conversations, such as how to leverage the internet to
build a business and get publicity. Past attendees of this seminar have exclaimed that there
was something for every one at every level and the insights offered in this class transcend
beyond leatherwork, but could be applied to any hobby. This workshop could easily alse be
called Transforming Your Hobby into a Business!
Materials to Bring: Note making materials and all of your questions on how to make your
leathercrafting hobby pay for itself.
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The Spiritual Nature of
Earth, Hide and Metal
A collaboration between four talented
artists who are each highly regarded as
masters of their craft

Please join us for the
opening reception
Friday, May 17 from 5pm to 7pm
Admission is free to Leather Trade Show
attendees. Food and beverages will be served.

Exhibit Dates: May 12 - September 2
239 Brinton Rd
Big Horn WY
TheBrintonMuseum.org
307.672.3173

Subscriptions available at
leathercraftersjournal.com
or by calling 715-362-5393
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Sheridan Holiday Inn
& Convention Center
1809 Sugarland Drive

Sheridan, Wyoming
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Sheridan College Campus Map
3059 Coffeen Ave,
Sheridan WY 82801
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Whitney Building Floor Plan

W129, W158, W166, W171 (ground floor)
W202, W203A, W203B, W208, W209 & W210 (second floor)
are located in the Edward A. Whitney Academic Center on the Sheridan College
Campus (see the blue ring on the campus map on the previous page).
DIRECTIONS: From the Holiday Inn, drive south on Sugarland Dr. to E. Brundage Ln. (Hwy. 14). Turn right onto E. Brundage Ln. After 1 block, turn left (south)
onto Coffeen Ave. (Hwy. 87). Proceed 1/2 mile, then turn left into the college.
Follow Whitney Ln. to the Whitney Academic Center and enter through the front.
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INSTRUCTORS
Chris Andre

Chris “Slickbald” Andre is a professional leather artist and maker in Frederick, Colorado. Chris works
mostly in cowboy action and concealed carry gun leather while dabbling in saddles, cowboy trappings
and motorcycle gear. Chris is also an active and competitive member of SASS and Cowboy Fast
Draw, and is a lifetime competitive shooter. Chris authors a variety of instruction and pattern packs
for gun leather and other items as well as offering workshops in holster making and carving.

Gordon Andrus

Gordon Andrus is an artist, craftsman, and author. Gordon has been working leather since the mid1970s, when he was given a handful of tools that had belonged to his grandfather. He earned
a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Utah State University 1986 and a Master of Fine Arts from Alfred
University in 1990. He has owned Sage Creek Stock Saddle Co. for the past seventeen years and
he offers his own line of tools and supplies under the name of Red Ox Brand.

Loy Andrus

Loy Andrus Is an artist and photographer working in the Greater Salt Lake area. He has been working
in the field of photography since 2010 and started Loy Andrus Photography in 2012. He studied
commercial photography for two years at Northwest College in Powell, WY, and later received his
Bachelor’s of Fine Art in Photography from Utah State University in 2017. As the son of saddle maker
Gordon Andrus, Loy has been photographing leather and silver for 8 years.

Sean Aquino

Sean Aquino has been making leather goods for eight years. He runs the blog and website, FineLeatherworking.com, which has been the go-to resource for advanced tools, materials and luxury leather craft
inspiration since 2012.		

Robert Beard

Robert owns Pro Series Tool Company in Farmington, New Mexico, where he specializes in
designing and crafting custom leather tools. He is a world-renowned carver, instructor and tool
maker and has been a leather artist for over forty years. He was awarded the Al Stohlman Award for
Achievement in Leathercraft in 1987.

Tony Bernier

Tony Allen Bernier loves to create, everything from art, to meaningful conversation. He has a passion
for life, and adores his wife and children. He’s been doing upholstery for almost twenty years, and
leatherwork for seven. He went to college for graphic arts, and has been building, making, and
creating art for as long as he can remember. He made a point to mention how blessed he feels that
he not only gets to do what he loves, but that he has the opportunity to share it with others.

Joe Boyles
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Joe began braiding while in Australia in 1988 after getting his first Ron Edwards book. Back home,
he was taught rawhide by Mary Fields, who is in the Bruce Grant books, and also attended Dale
Moore’s saddle building school. Kangaroo and rawhide are his preferred materials to braid with.
He started braiding Australian stock whips a few years ago and is now starting on bullwhips. Joe
enjoys teaching and will keep you entertained while you learn.

INSTRUCTORS
Bob Brenner

Besides being a full-time saddle maker, Bob was a branch bank manager that gives him good experience in reading and analyzing profit and loss statements. He was also an account manager for a
computer company that did all the data processing for area banks. Based on his wealth of knowledge
gleaned from these experiences, he published a book on pricing saddles and other leather work. Bob
owns Pike’s Peak Saddlery in Black Forest, CO.

Honghao Cai

Honghao Cai is from Beijing, China, and studied at the Beijing University of Technology in the College
of Art and Design. He works as a leather artist, specializing in figure carving and nature, carving realistic
designs of his own and specializing in color application. His work has won blue ribbons at the World
Leather Debut and his art was featured on the cover of the July/August 2017 issue of Leather Crafters
& Saddlers Journal.

Nick Carter

An accomplished braider currently residing in Casper, Wyoming, Nick is a working man’s braider who
has been making and sometimes selling his braided goods for over 24 years. Always willing to share
and learn techniques, Nick offers his services with great enthusiasm every chance he gets.

Carl Chappell

Carl learned boot making from his father and began making boots in 1982. In 2001, his boot entry
placed first in the World Leather Debut, and he repeated as winner of the Boots division in 2011. He
has won the Masters Division at the Texas Boot & Saddle Roundup 5 times. Carl operates a boot
making school, is a full-time boot maker and has published a book and DVD about making boots. In
2011 he was the recipient of the AWA Will Rogers Award for “Boot Maker of the Year”.

Chuck Dorsett

Chuck has been a hobbyist and professional leathercrafter for more than 30 years and produces
the videos and online tutorials for Weaver Leather Craft Supply. His work has been in a number
of movies including Pirates of the Carribean, Just Visiting, Mortal Kombat and multiple stage and
theatrical productions.

Shane Dresser

Shane Dresser began leatherwork while he was attending McPherson College, where he attained
a Bachelor’s in Automotive Restoration Technology. After moving to Utah, he taught Intro. to
Engineering as well as Design and Modeling at a secondary level. He is owner of Dresser Leathers
- Upholstery Leatherwork and Design ln Vernal, Utah. His work can be seen at www.instagram.
com/dresserleathers.

Kathy Flanagan

When she was very young, Kathy started her leathercraft career as a 4-H project, not knowing what
it would lead to many years later. She has become the recipient of prestigious awards, such as the
coveted Al Stohlman Award and Master Leather Artisan of the Year from the Academy of Western
Artists. Figure carving has become her primary focus, and she is determined to share everything
she has learned.
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INSTRUCTORS
Al Gould

Al Gould is a custom saddle maker and leather artist, having made saddles since 1960. Horses and
cattle have been a large part of his life with experience in – and not limited to – high country packing
mules and cow punching. Al is also a gold card member of Pro-Rodeo. Al has taught a variety of
workshops at numerous past shows and enjoys sharing as much of his hard-earned knowledge as
possible. He was awarded the Al Stohlman Award for Achievement in Leathercraft in 2009.

Aaron Heizer

Aaron Heizer has been working with leather since 2001. While in the Army, he found that it was
a hobby he could take with him to most places. Aaron now owns Maker’s Leather Supply in Elm
Mott, Texas, offering a continuously growing inventory of leatherworking tools, templates, colors, and
other supplies on his website and through his retail storefront. Aaron enjoys answering all manner of
leatherworking questions during his “Ask Away Monday” sessions on Facebook.

Jim Jackson

Jim Jackson is the director of the leather shop at the Brinton Museum in Big Horn, Wyo. Before that,
he lectured and demonstrated the processes of leather carving at the King’s Western Museum. He
has taught at the Gene Autry Museum in L.A., the University of Queensland in Brisbane, Tokyo,
Japan, to name a few. Jim has combined the experience of many years at King’s with an extensive
background in the Fine Arts (MFA) to create works with the essence of the Rocky Mountain west.

Sheryl Katzke

Sheryl learned leather braiding from masters of the craft in both kangaroo and rawhide, becoming
skilled in round braiding, inlay/overlay braids and fine edge braiding. Her work has won many blue
ribbons and she enjoys making custom dog leads. She is the leader of a 4-H leathercraft club, is on
the Oregon State 4-H Expressive Arts Advisory Committee and owns Katzke’s Custom Leather in
Redmond, Oregon, with her husband, Tom.

Bob Klenda

Bob has been carving leather since 1959 and making saddles since 1962. As past president and
founding member of the CSMA, he is accustomed to teaching saddle making and leather carving.
Bob is primarily self-taught and is eager to share his knowledge with others. He is a recipient of the
Howard Munsell Award for promotion of the art of saddle making, and in 2010 he received the Al
Stohlman Award for Achievement in Leathercraft.

Serina Lee

Serina Lee started her leather career in 2009. She was self-taught until she attended the Southwest
Leather Workers Trade Show in Prescott in 2015, where she learned many great things from so
many wonderful instructors! After attending the show, her leather world really took off! She and her
husband, Larry, live on their small ranch which includes 6 horses, about 70 chickens, 8 dogs and
one cat. For fun and relaxation, Serina loves spending time with her family, trail riding and reading!

Annie Libertini

Annie Libertini began working with leather while in art school getting a degree in painting. Her leather
masks and other work have been featured on television for Once Upon a Time, Z Nation, and Gotham, as well as in many photo shoots and theater productions all over the world.
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INSTRUCTORS
Jim Linnell

Jim has had leather working in his blood every since his first visit to the Miles City Saddlery. As an
artist, Jim’s leather art has been featured on magazine covers, catalog covers, in galleries and at
countless shows. He has received some of the most prestigious awards recognized in the industry,
including the Al Stohlman Award, the Lifetime Achievement Award, and the Master Leather Artisan
Award from The Academy of Western Artists.

Peter Main

Peter Main got his start in graphic design in Sydney, Australia. After 25 years in graphic design, in
1995 he immersed himself in his art and taught himself leather design, artistry and construction. He
has made everything from delicate jewelry to cases to boots, and has mastered the arts of fine handsewing, text on leather, and coloring. Peter has diligently instructed others in these skills for decades.
In 1999, Ann Stohlman presented Peter with the Al Stohlman Award for Achievement in Leathercraft.

Bob Park

Bobby is a leathersmith specializing in western floral tooling. He has won numerous awards at national shows and exhibitions. In 2015, he was awarded the Al Stohlman Award for Achievement in
Leathercraft. In addition to his leatherwork, Bobby is the author of Creating Western Floral Designs.
Bobby also produces a variety of innovative products designed to improve and enhance leather
working for novices and professionals alike.

Julie Pierce

Julie Pierce has been sewing by hand for as long as she can remember and on a machine since
a 1970 home economics class. In the years since, Julie has made everything from bridal gowns to
rodeo royalty wear. Julie first began making leather clothing in 2009, when she completed a leather
jacket to wear at the National Finals Rodeo in Las Vegas. Currently, Julie operates JJ Pierce Co. in
Lewiston, Idaho, making bespoke leather garments.

Diane Scalese

Diane began engraving in 1986. After a number of years bright-cutting, Diane began engraving a few
firearms. In 2000, she joined the Firearms Engravers Guild of America, and in 2001 was awarded
Master Engraver status. She has been teaching several classes each year at GRS since 2002 and
has also taught and demonstrated in Italy, Germany, Belgium, and Denmark. Besides bits, spurs, and
buckles, Diane engraves watches, firearms, knives, and jewelry.

Keith Seidel
Cody, Wyoming saddlemaker Keith Seidel has been developing his art full-time for over 35 years.
With a significant portfolio of nationally exhibited and awarded work, the innovative designs of his
saddles have made him a trendsetter in the industry. Keith specializes in creating highly decorated
and heavily tooled leather goods, including saddles, belts, briefcases, gun leather, and executive
accessories. He has placed first in the World Leather Debut for the tooled saddle division five times.

Dustin Smith

Dusty Smith is a custom saddle and tree maker. He grew up on a ranch in southwest Wyoming and
learned how to stamp leather in 4-H. Working on ranches and riding horses for a living taught Dusty
to know a good saddle. Years later, he would learn to build them. He learned from some of the best
tree makers out there. Dusty owns and operates WYO Custom Saddles and Trees, which allows him
to do what he loves: leather and wood work.
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INSTRUCTORS
Jerry Van Amburg

Jerry got his start in leatherworking in 1976 at his cousin’s shop in Oregon. Looking to begin a career
path, Jerry’s first project was a belt for himself. It garnered a lot of attention from his friends, so he
took a bunch of scraps from around the shop and and created 6” belt samples, brought them around
to shops, and sold orders. Jerry’s work and brand is internationally renowned, particularly in Japan,
where he will celebrate 27 years of brand recognition there for his silver and leatherwork this year.

Jürgen Volbach

Jürgen Volbach is a leatherworker from Cologne, Germany, who had his first lessons 30 years ago
with the famous boot and saddelmaker, Don Atkinson in Kerrville/Ingram, Texas. In recent years, he
has used modeling tools more and more in his leatherwork, especially with 3-dimensional pieces.
Jürgen teaches many workshops in his work space in Cologne and other countries/towns to teach
students the different techniques. He speaks German and English.

Steve Yezek

Steve does his leatherwork as a hobby that pays for itself. He started out making tack and saddles,
but later turned to focus on tooling. Even with an extensive art background, he struggled to recreate
the western style tooling. After years of classes with the masters, it started to click. Still feeling like
something was missing, he looked to engraving and wood carving for inspiration; the pieces began
to fall into place, and he started to develop his own hybrid style of carving and design.

Paul Zalesak

Paul Zalesak, founding president of Leather Wranglers, Inc., began tooling leather in 1974 in El Paso,
Texas, under the tutelage of Jim Resley. A leather artist, knife maker, and expert in metallurgy, Paul
also loves to teach basic swivel knife use and sharpening techniques. He is vice president of the
International Internet Leathercrafters’ Guild, and is a member of the New Mexico Roadrunner Leather
Artisans’ Guild, the Colorado Saddle Makers Association and the Lone Star Leather Crafters Guild.

Registration is Easy!

Crafters & Saddlers Journal
Call: Leather
888-289-6409 or 715-362-5393

Web: www.leathercraftersjournal.com
Fill out the registration (pages 47-48) and mail it with payment to the

Mail: Journal (see instructions on back cover). Your registration is not official
until payment is received in full.

Cancelation Policy

• There is a $25 administration fee for cancelling a workshop.
The cost of the workshop will be refunded minus the $25 fee.
• No refunds will be given after Friday, May 10, 2019.

Tips for Students:

• Refrain from wearing perfumes/cologne
• Sharpen your tools before each workshop
• Bring a light (ie: headlamp); Magnifying headlamps are available from our online store at www.leathercraftersjournal.com
or as a discounted subscription premium
• Make a traveling cutting/stamping board (Volume 23 No. 3
58 May/June 2013, p.63 “Have Board...Can Travel”)

X

WORKSHOP REGISTRATION FORM
3-D Tree of Life Diorama

Beard

16

W-TH

9:00am - 5:00pm

$270

Adapting Floral Patterns for Your Projects

Andrus

16

TUE

8:00am - 12:00pm

$85

Advanced Hand Stitching: The Box Stitch

Andrus

17

THU

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$85

Around the Bench with Jim Jackson

Jackson

17

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Basic Hand Stitching

Andrus

18

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$85

Beginning Leathercraft: How to Start!

Lee

18

THU

9:00am - 5:00pm

$150

Better Phone Photography

Andrus

18

FRI

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Bob Park's Antiquing, Dyeing & Finishing Demonstration

Park

19

TUE

7:00pm - 10:00pm

$75

Bob Park's Bindings & Turned Edges Demonstration

Park

19

THU

9:00am -12:00pm

$75

Bob Park's Burnishing Edges Demonstration

Park

20

WED

7:00pm - 10:00pm

$75

Bob Park's Inlays & Filligree Demonstration

Park

20

THU

1:00pm - 4:00pm

$75

Bob Park's Western Floral Designs

Park

21

TUE

9:00am - 5:00pm

$135

Bob Park's Western Floral Tooling

Park

21

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$135

Braided Buttons

Boyles/Carter

22

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$80
$100

Broaden Your Knowledge: Fitting the Saddle Tree

Seidel

22

WED

8:00am - 12:00pm

Broaden Your Knowledge: Fundamental Western Tooling

Seidel

24

SAT

8:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Broaden Your Knowledge: Profitable Pricing Strategies

Seidel

24

WED

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$100

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Assembly

Seidel

25

FRI

8:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Broaden Your Knowledge: Saddle Design & Patterning

Seidel

25

THU

8:00am - 5:00pm

$195

Chap & Chink Making

Klenda

25

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Chrome Tan Overlays and Filligree

Chappell

26

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Clasps & Closures: Both Common & Creative

Dorsett

26

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Control & Refinement with the Swivel Knife

Andrus

26

TUE

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$85

Cowboy Cuffs

Klenda

28

TUE

8:00am - 5:00pm

$155

Cozy, Hand-Stitched Deerskin Pillow

Pierce

28

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$175

Creative Dyeing Techniques

Katzke

29

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

Deliberate Design: Using the Golden Ratio

Dresser

29

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$100

Embossed Koi

Volbach

30

F-SA

8:00am - 5:00pm

$330

English Saddle Repair 101

Brenner

30

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$90

Engravers' Bench: Techniques for Metal Inlays

Scalese

31

THU

1:00pm - 4:00pm

$85

Extreme Owl

Flanagan

31

W-TH

8:00am - 5:00pm

$280

Fearless Swivel Knife Use

Linnell

32

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$85

Finishing an Alligator Watch Strap

Aquino

32

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$245

Floral Pattern Layout

Gould

32

FRI

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Free Leathercraft Workshop for Youth

Linnell

34

SAT

9:00am -12:00pm

$0

Fundamentals of Braiding: Round & Flat

Boyles/Carter

34

SAT

8:00am - 12:00pm

$80

Fundamentals of Three-Dimensional Tooling

Bernier

35

FRI

9:00am - 5:00pm

$200

Harmonizing Flowers & Leaves

Gould

35

SAT

8:00am - 5:00pm

$150

How to Make a Bespoke Leather Jacket

Pierce

36

SAT

8:00am - 12:00pm

$150

Ladies' Wallet with Snap Closure

Van Amburg

36

THU

8:00am - 4:00pm

$160

Leatherwork Personal Training (call 715-362-5393)

Klenda

37

SAT

(see description)

$100

Life-sized Sculpted Flowers: Orchid and Poppy

Libertini

37

THU

9:00am - 5:00pm

$135

Make the Hone Your Friend

Zalesak

37

THU

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

ONLY ONE STUDENT PER REGISTRATION FORM, PLEASE.

continued on other side...
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Making a Shaving Bag (Dopp Kit)

Heizer

38

WED

8:00am - 4:00pm

$150

Making Saddle Bags

Klenda

38

W-TH

8:00am - 5:00pm

$345

Men's Bifold Wallet

Van Amburg

39

WED

8:00am - 4:00pm

$160

Modeling Tool, Lettering, Monotone Coloring

Main

39

FRI

9:00am - 5:00pm

$185

Molded Kitten Brooch Demonstration

Cai

40

SAT

9:00am - 5:00pm

$100

Personal Training with Al Gould (call 715-362-5393)

Gould

40

SUN

(see description)

$100

Pricing Your Work

Brenner

40

SAT

8:00am - 12:00pm

$95

Roll the Dice (Dice Cups)

Lee

41

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$185

Saddle Trees: Top to Bottom

Smith

41

THU

8:00am - 5:00pm

$150

Saddles – Part 1: Ground Seat

Gould

41

WED

8:00am - 12:00pm

$125

Saddles – Part 2: Saddle Fit Up

Gould

42

WED

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$125

Saddles – Part 3: Front

Gould

42

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$125

Saddles – Part 4: Cantle Binding

Gould

42

THU

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$125

Saddle Solutions: All 4 Saddle Workshops with Al Gould

Gould

41-42

W-TH

8:00am - 5:00pm

$400

Simulated Stones – Making Jewelry w/ Realistic Leather Stones

Linnell

43

THU

9:00am - 5:00pm

$145

Slickbald's Carving Realistic Roses

Andre

43

FRI

8:00am - 5:00pm

$135

Slickbald's Concealed Carry Gunleather

Andre

44

SAT

8:00am - 5:00pm

$200

Slickbald's De-mystifying the Stitcher

Andre

44

THU

1:00pm - 4:00pm

$65

Slickbald's Tooling Dimensions

Andre

45

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Slickbald's Western Braces (Suspenders)

Andre

45

WED

8:00am - 5:00pm

$200

Swivel Knife Finesse

Gould

46

FRI

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$75

The "Star" Roper Wallet

Yezek

46

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$165

Tooling Along With Gordon

Andrus

47

WED

9:00am - 5:00pm

$185

Tooling Realistic Portraits: Buffalo Bill Cody

Libertini

47

FRI

9:00am - 5:00pm

$150

Tooling Sunflowers & Other Unique Flowers

Yezek

48

THU

8:00am - 12:00pm

$75

Turning Your Passion into Profit

Linnell

48

SAT

1:00pm - 5:00pm

$95

PLEASE TOTAL YOUR ENTRIES FROM PAGES 47 & 48 HERE
Total $
PLEASE FILL OUT FORM COMPLETELY AND SEND WITH PAYMENT TO:

Name
Company
Address
City

Postal Code

State/Prov.
Country
Phone
Email
Credit Card

CVV

Exp

Payment Methods: Check, Money Order, Visa, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover.
All funds in U.S. dollars, payable through a U.S. bank.
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